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Jewish communities in Kyiv region
The first mention of Jews on the territory of today’s Kyiv oblast, or region, in
central Ukraine, dates back to the 10th century. This is the oldest mention of Jews
in Ukraine except for the Crimea region. Communities did not exist on these lands
continuously. Periods of active development were replaced by times when the Jewish presence left no trace, after which communities were essentially re-started from
scratch.

The Jewish community in Kyiv existed already in the times of Kyivan Rus, the
loose confederation of East Slavic tribes from the 9th to the 13th centuries from
which the modern peoples of Belarus, Russian and Ukraine claim ancestry. The very
name “Kyiv”, or Kiev, in its Russian form, was first recorded in writing in Hebrew in
the famous “Kyiv letter” from the Cairo Genizah. This was a debt document originating in the Kyiv community and dated probably from the 10th century. Presumably,
the appearance of this community is connected with the influence of the Khazars, a
semi-nomadic Turkic people who made their way into these Slavic lands from southwestern Asia. In Kyiv during this period, there were also Jewish immigrants from
Byzantium and Crimea. This fairly large and prosperous community apparently existed right up until the Mongol invasion in 1240. It can be assumed that at that time
Jews also lived in other cities of the region, but there is no direct evidence of this.
In the 9th -12th centuries. Kyiv and the surrounding cities became trading
centers for traveling Jewish merchants, known as Radanites. The Radanites called
this region Canaan and the local Jews – who spoke some form of Slavic language –
Canaanites.
Ashkenazi Yiddish-speaking Jews appeared in Kyiv and the surrounding area
after Kyiv joined the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in 1362. Little is known about the
Kyiv Jewish community during this period, although it is recorded that Moses ben
Yaakov of Kyiv, an outstanding rabbi and kabbalist of Lithuanian origin, was active.

In 1569, after the unification of Lithuania and Poland in the Polish-Lithuanian
commonwealth, these lands were transferred to the Polish government. In the early
17th century, Jews were expelled from the cities of royal subordination, including
from Kyiv. Many Jews moved then to private villages and towns, where the nobility
was interested in protecting them for the development of trade. Thus, during the
17th century the first Jews appear in many settlements of the Kyiv region (Bohuslav,
Pogrebyshche, Pereyaslav-Khmelnytsky, etc.).
This period of Jewish life in the Kyiv region ended with the Khmelnytsky up-
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rising in 1648-1649. The destruction of the Jewish communities by Khmelnytsky is
described in Nathan Hanover’s chronicle, “Yeven Metsulah”. It is in this source that
for the first time a number of destroyed Jewish communities of the region are mentioned – Belaya Tserkov, Pereyaslav, Boryspil, Baryshivka, Tetiyiv.

According to the Truce of Andrusovo in 1667, the entire part of the Kyiv region
on the left bank of the Dnipro river, as well as part of the right bank - Kyiv itself and
the area around Vasylkiv - passed over to the Russian Empire. Here, a ban on Jewish
residence was spread by the Czarist authorities, with the effect that until the end of
the 18th century, Jewish life in these territories ceased to exist.

For more than a century since than, untill the Partition of Poland in 1772, the
right-bank part of the Kyiv region remained under the authority of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Here, a Jewish population census was conducted in 1764 - a
unique early source, which provides for most places the first information on Jewish
population figures in the following towns and cities:
Bila Tserkva: 1,457
Pogrebyshche: 664
Bohuslav: 574
Chornobyl: 477
Volodarka: 475
Stavyshche: 390
Fastiv: 381

Skvyra: 262
Byshiv: 142
Tarascha: 134
Makariv: 132
Borodyanka: 106
Habne: 80
Hornostaypil: 57

Dymir: 56
Kivshovata: 47
Hermanivka: 33
Yasnohorodka: 29
Kaharlyk: 21
Medvyn: 16
Rzhyschiv: 4

This data from this census shows that already by the middle of the 18th century, on the right-bank of the Kyiv region, there was an extensive network of Jewish
communities.
In 1772, with the first partition of Poland, the right-bank part of Kyiv region
was also included into the Russian Empire. As a result, a new period begins in the
Jewish life of the region. In 1791, the so-called “Pale of Settlement” was introduced,
a territory where Jews were allowed by the Czarist authorities to live and trade. It
included the entire territory of the modern Kyiv region (parts of Kyiv, Chernihiv and
Poltava provinces).
During the 19th century, the Jewish population on the territory of the Pale of
Settlement grew very rapidly. According to the census of 1847, about 27,000 Jews
lived on the present territory of the Kyiv region (Kyiv, Tarashcha and Vasilkiv counties, partly Kaniv, Skvyra and Radomysl counties of the Kyiv province, as well as
Pereyaslav county of Poltava province and partly Oster county of Chernihiv province). By the end of the century (according to the census of 1897), this population
had grown to about 170,000.
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It is therefore during this period from the late 18th to early 20th centuries that
we see a tremendous flourishing of Jewish communities in the region. In particular,
since Jewish traditional forms of learning were not highly developed on these territories, from the end of the 18th century onwards, the Hasidim took strong root here
and became the dominating intellectual movement.

According to legends, the founder of the movement, the Baal Shem Tov (Besh’t),
was active on these lands. One of his disciples, Yisrael of Polotsk, is thought to be buried in Bila Tserkva. The grandson of the Besht, Aaron ben Zvi, was active in Tetiyiv
in the late 18th –early 19th centuries and became famous there as a miracle worker.
In Fastiv in the 1760-1770’s, Avraham Malakh - the son of Dov Ber of Mezhirich, the
leading disciple of the Besh’t and the practical founder of Hasidism as an expansionist and formulated movement - spent a part of his life.

Similarly, from about the 1780’s, one of the largest Hasidic dynasties of the
Russian Empire arose, that of the Chernobyl Hasidim. Menachem Nahum of Chernobyl (1730-1797), the founder of the dynasty settled here and his son, Mordechai
of Chernobyl (1770-1837) inherited the Hasidic court from his father. Eight sons of
Mordechai of Chernobyl founded large Hasidic courts throughout the Kyiv region,
gaining immense popularity in the middle of the 19th century. Of these, Makariv
(Menachem Nachum of Makariv), Hornosteipl (Yaakov Yitzchak of Cherkassy and
his descendants) and Skvyra (Yitzhak of Skvyra) are located in the territory of the
modern Kyiv region. In addition, from the mid-19th century to the 1920s, there was
a separate Hasidic dynasty in Rzhyshchiv, a branch of the Ostrog dynasty.
From the middle-19th century the influence of Haskalah dominated, and the
Jewish population became relatively modernized. THAT’S IT? Three full paragraphs
on Hasidism, nothing on the other branches of Orthodox Judaism or their rabbis,
nothing on the leaders of the Haskalah movement, the Yiddish writers, the philosophers, the merchants, the politicians. Either chop off most of the that Hasidic stuff or
balance it with the rest of the Jews.
In the city of Kyiv, the community re-appeared in the early 1790s, following
the decree of Catherine II, allowing Jews to live in the city. During this period, there
was a rabbi, a synagogue and a Jewish cemetery in Zverinets. In 1792, 73 Jews lived
in Kyiv, and in 1815 - about 1,500. However, the city of Kyiv was excluded from the
Pale of Settlement, and by the beginning of the 1830s, Jewish residence in Kyiv was
finally banned. The city could temporarily host Jewish merchants who came to trade
(according to data of 1856, “temporarily living” Jews in the city numbered up to
40,000 per year).
The modern community was formed in the late 1850s –early 1860s, after a se-
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ries of decrees authorizing the residence of Jewish soldiers, merchants of the first
guild and persons with higher education in Kyiv, and also encouraging Jewish trade
there. Organized prayer groups and synagogues, and later Jewish quarters appeared.
In 1897, the community numbered 31,801 Jews (13% of the total population). Jewish trade and philanthropy significantly influenced city life. During this time, there
also a small Karaite community (in 1897 - 308 people), having its own synagogue,
or kenassah.

The wave of pogroms in the late 19th - early 20th centuries interrupted the
demographic growth of communities in the Kyiv region. The first wave of pogroms
in the Kyiv province took place in 1881, after the assassination of Alexander II. The
next pogrom broke out in 1905 in connection with the attempted revolution. These
were followed by pogroms during the Civil War (1917-22), organized by the soldiers
of Petliura, and later - armed bands of ataman Zeleny, Makhno, etc.). As a result of
these pogroms, Jews began to massively leave the villages and small towns, moving
to large cities (Kyiv, Odessa, etc.), as well as emigrating. During this period, a number
of Jewish communities in the region ceased or almost ceased to exist, including in
Trypillya and Skvyra. At the same time, most of the Hasidic leaders of the surrounding communities (Skvira, Makariv, Chernobyl) left their courts and moved to Kyiv.
During and immediately after the Civil War, Kyiv remained a large Jewish cultural center, with numerous Jewish schools and theaters operating and a Jewish
University was founded. In 1918, the Kultur-Lige was founded in Kyiv, an association of Jewish artists, writers, directors and publishers. However, by the end of the
1920s, this activity was sharply reduced, and about a hundred Kyiv synagogues were
closed. In the 1920-30’s underground Hasidic yeshivas continued to function in Kyiv.
The same processes occurred in the large communities of the region.

However, Jewish cultural life continued to flourish until the end of the 1930s
and many organisations, such as the Ukrainian State Jewish Theater, Jewish scientific institutions (the Cabinet of Jewish Culture of the Academy of Sciences of the
Ukrainian SSR), and others were active. In 1939, 73,173 Jews resided in the Kyiv
region; while in the city of Kyiv itself, there were 224,236 Jews.
During WWII, the Kyiv region was occupied by parts of the Wehrmacht, beginning on July 11 (Makariv) to September (left-bank districts) 1941. On September
19, German troops entered Kyiv. Many Jews of the region had time to evacuate, but
most of those remaining in the city were murdered. On September 29-30, 1941, over
30,000 Jews from Kyiv were shot in Babyy Yar. On the territory of the region, a wave
of executions began in the spring and ended in the late fall of 1942. About another
14,000 Jews were killed on the territory of the modern Kyiv region.
In 1944, immediately after the liberation, Jewish religious communities arose
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in three places: Kyiv, Bila Tserkva and Bohuslav. However, 16 communities continued
to use their cemeteries. In one form or another, communal life was revived, in addition to those mentioned, in such places as Borodyanka, Brovary, Chernobyl, Dymir,
Fastiv, Ivankiv, Kaharlyk, Pereyaslav-Khmelnytsky, Polis’ke, Rokytne, Skvyra, Stavyshche, Tarashcha and Vasylkiv.
In 1986, the Jews of Chernobyl and Polis’ke were resettled because of the
Chernobyl nuclear disaster, with a significant part of these populations settling in
Brovary.

In recent years, after the military conflict in Ukraine’s eastern Donbass region,
a community of Jewish refugees settled originated in Hnativka.

In 1959, there were 153,466 Jews in Kyiv city and in the other cities and towns of
the Kyiv region - about 14 000. In 2001, 17,900 Jews lived in Kyiv. NEEDS a sentence
somewhere here about where all these Jews went in the 1990s….

Kyiv region: analysis
During 2017-2018, the ESJF surveyed 50 Jewish cemeteries in the Kyiv region of
central Ukraine.

In what is today Kyiv oblast, or region, around a hundred settlements existed with
large percentages of Jewish population. However, a significant part of these (for example, a number of Jewish agricultural settlements) used the synagogues and cemeteries of the nearest large community. Thus, the figure obtained approximately corresponds to the total number of cemeteries that have ever existed on the territory of
the region, and the data can be considered relatively complete.
It should be noted that the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone, which forms part of the northern territories of the Kyiv region adjacent to the border with Belarus, for obvious
reasons, was not included in the physical on site surveys of sites.
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Among the objects surveyed there are both individual Jewish cemeteries and Jewish
sections in municipal cemeteries, including both pre-war and post-war sites.

The general situation with regard to the preservation of the 50 Jewish cemeteries
surveyed in Kyiv region is as follows:

In Kyiv region (as in all of Central Ukraine) the rate of destroyed Jewish cemeteries
is very high. Half of the cemeteries surveyed (25) were completely demolished. Of
these, at least four were demolished in the 1920s, during the period of Soviet collectivization; three were destroyed by the Nazis during the Second World War. The rest
were destroyed by the local Soviet authorities in the late 1950s - 1970s.
The following reflects the degree of physical protection of Jewish cemeteries in the region:

The ESJF survey data shows that 36% of the cemeteries in the Kyiv region are not
fenced and therefore are under threat of destruction or vandalism. They require urgent attention.
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The situation is illustrated in detail by the following graph:

Of the 13 fenced cemeteries (26% of the total):
• 2 cemeteries are fenced by large Jewish communities that used these cemeteries
(the operating New Jewish cemetery of Kyiv in the village of Barakhty and the
operating post-war Jewish cemetery in Skvyra);
• 5 cemeteries are operating Jewish sections inside municipal cemeteries, fenced
and protected by city or town authorities
• 6 cemeteries have been fenced by the ESJF: Bohuslav, Borodyanka, Dymir, Ivankiv,
Kaharlyk, New Jewish cemetery in Vasyl’kiv.
We can see that, apart from ESJF efforts, only the operating post-war cemeteries
have been physically protected – either by the community using it, or by the municipal authorities. Pre-war cemeteries, especially those belonging to communities
destroyed in the Shoah, are in neglect and thus are under threat.
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Six cemeteries (12%) - (including Fastiv, Polis’ke, Rokytne, Stavyshche, Tarashcha)
NAME ALL SIX were once fenced by local communities. However, since the fencing

was not maintained and the communities have weakened or disappeared, there has
been no re-fencingof these sites.
Twelve cemeteries (24%) have no fencing or any other protection at all.

This above statistics make the Kyiv region a priority area fro cemetery protection
projects by the ESJF.

Epigraphic Data
During the ESJF surveys, the following epigraphic data was received. The high degree of destruction hinders an adequate dating of most of the cemeteries: in most
cases, there are less than a dozen tombstones preserved on the cemetery sites.

The oldest tombstone preserved on the territory of the region, dates back to 1827
(Tarascha, the original gravestone of Raphael of Bershad, the leading disciple of the
Hasidic master, Pinchas of Koretz). The next latest is from 1841 (Bohuslav).
In total, seven cemeteries in the region have preserved gravestones from the 19th
century, while another 14 cemeteries still contain pre-war gravestones from the
20th century. (In some cases, these gravestones were transferred from destroyed
cemeteries). Tombstones in the remaining six cemeteries refer only to the post-war
period.
Following the end of the Second World War, burials continue dot be held in 20 cemeteries. Thirteen of these cemeteries are still operating today.
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Baryshivka

Баришiвка

RUS: Барышевка | Baryshevka
POL: Baryszówka
HEB:  | בארישעווקעBarishevke

DISTRICT: BARYSHIVKA

Address and directions: The cemetery is located on Soborna Street, to the north of the intersection of Soborna and Kyivs’kyy Shlyakh streets, on a site now occupied by the houses on the
western side of the street.
GPS coordinates: 50.3658867, 31.3132852
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 130 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Mid-19th century
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Notes: Demolished in the 1960s
and overbuilt.
No specific works needed.

Bila Tserkva
Old Cemetery

Бiла Церква

RUS: Белая Церковь | Belaya Tserkov’
POL: Biała Cerkiew
HEB:  | שוואַרץ־טומאהShvartz-Tume

DISTRICT: BILA TSERKVA

Address and directions: Sholom-Aleichema Street, of the territory of a military base.
GPS coordinates: 49.791403, 30.123617
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 750 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None
Period of foundation: 18th century

Notes: The cemetery was destroyed in
1943 during the Nazi occupation. The
territory is owned and partly overbuilt by
a military base which arose after WWII.
No specific works needed.
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Bila Tserkva
New Cemetery

Бiла Церква

Address and directions: 166, Kyivs’ka Street
GPS coordinates: 49.817092, 30.145533
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 600 meters

Type of existing fence: Brick wall on the street
side, concrete fence on the northern side

Number of existing gravestones: About 2,000
Date of oldest matsevah: 1901

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still
in operation.
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RUS: Белая Церковь | Belaya Tserkov’
POL: Biała Cerkiew
HEB:  | שוואַרץ־טומאהShvartz-Tume

DISTRICT: BILA TSERKVA

Notes: An operating Jewish section in a
municipal cemetery, which arose on the
site of the pre-war New Jewish cemetery.
No specific works needed.

Bila Tserkva

Jewish section in Sukhoy Yar Municipal Cemetery

Бiла Церква

Address and directions: 4, Sukhoyars’ka Street
GPS coordinates: 49.820681, 30.137089
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: N/A

RUS: Белая Церковь | Belaya Tserkov’
POL: Biała Cerkiew
HEB:  | שוואַרץ־טומאהShvartz-Tume

DISTRICT: BILA TSERKVA

Notes: An operating Jewish section inside
a municipal cemetery, opened in 1982.
No specific works needed.

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: Around 500
Date of oldest matsevah: 18th century

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still
in operation.
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Bohuslav

Богуслав

Address and directions: Stadionna Street
GPS coordinates: 49.556309, 30.873696

RUS: Богуслав | Boguslav
POL: Bohusław
HEB:  | באָסלעווBoslev

DISTRICT: BOHUSLAV

Notes: No specific works needed

Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 530 meters

Type of existing fence: A concrete fence with metal gates was installed by the ESJF in November 2015 on the front and left side sections of the cemetery. The other sides are marked by a
steep incline with unclear halachic boundaries.

Number of existing gravestones: Around 900
Date of oldest matsevah: Mid-19th century

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still in operation.
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Borodyanka

Бородянка

Address and directions: Yevreys’ka Street
GPS coordinates: 50.65606, 29.93653

RUS: Бородянка | Borodyanka
POL: Borodzianka
HEB:  | באָרעדיאַנקעBoredyanke

DISTRICT: BORODIANKA

Notes: No specific works needed

Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 523 meters

Type of existing fence: A concrete fence with

metal gate was installed by the ESJF in July 2015.
Number of existing gravestones: 30
Date of oldest matsevah: 1915
Date of latest matsevah: 1990
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Boryspil’

Бориспіль

Address and directions: 73, Starokyivs’ka Street
GPS coordinates: 50.352175, 30.936775
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 330 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Supposedly, 19th century
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RUS: Борисполь | Borispol
POL: Boryspol
HEB:  | בערישפּאָליעBerishpolye

DISTRICT: KYIV

Notes: The cemetery was
demolished and overbuilt in the
1970-1980s.
No specific works needed.

Brovary

Бровари

RUS: Бровары | Brovary
POL: Browary
HEB:  | בראָוואַרBrovar

DISTRICT: BROVARY

Address and directions: Pobedy Park on Yaroslava Mudroho Street, in a wood to the right of
the entrance to the park.
GPS coordinates: 50.504834, 30.790849
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: Around 500 meters
Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None. Some

Notes: The cemetery was demolished in the
1960s, and a public park was constructed on
the site.
The territory requires fencing.

tombstones were transferred to the municipal
cemetery nearby.

Period of foundation: Late 19th century
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Byshiv

Бишів

RUS: Бышев | Byshev
POL: Byszów
HEB:  | בישעווBishev

DISTRICT: MAKARIV

Address and directions: Between Zahysnykiv Ukrayiny and Haharina streets. The exact location requires further study.
GPS coordinates: 50.26453, 29.8858
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: N/A

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: 3

Period of foundation: Supposedly, 19th century
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Notes: Demolished and overbuilt.
No specific works needed.

Dymer

Димер

Address and directions: Opposite 26, Hoholya Street.
GPS coordinates: 50.77925, 30.29108

RUS: Дымер | Dymer
POL: Dymir
HEB:  | דימערDimer

DISTRICT: VYSHHOROD
Notes: No specific works needed

Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 204 meters

Type of existing fence: A concrete fence with metal
gate was installed by the ESJF in June 2015.
Number of existing gravestones: 8

Date of only dated matsevah: 1956
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Fastiv

Фастів

RUS: Фастов | Fastov
POL: Chwastów
HEB:  | כוואַסטעווChvastev

DISTRICT: FASTIV

Address and directions: 38, Tsyopicha (former Komsomols’ka) Street
GPS coordinates: 50.088364, 29.928440
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 300 meters

Type of existing fence: Partly old wood and
metal fence

Number of existing gravestones: About 300
Date of oldest matsevah: 1906

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still
in operation.
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Notes: There is an ohel of Avraham
Ha-Malakh of Fastov, son of the Maggid of
Mezhyrych, inside the cemetery.
The
cemetery
probably
requires
re-fencing.

Hermanivka

Германівка

Address and directions: 4, Tarasa Shevchenka Street
GPS coordinates: 49.99322 30.56555
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: N/A

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: 4
Date of oldest matsevah: 1910
Date of latest matsevah: 1917

RUS: Германовка | Germanovka
POL: Hermanówka
HEB:  | גערמאנאווקעGermanovke

DISTRICT: OBUKHIV

Notes: The cemetery has been
demolished. Its territory is used
for agricultural purposes. The site
requires full delineation and fencing.
According to local historian A.
Shafarenko, there were two Jewish
cemeteries here, an old cemetery
which was used until 1917 and
demolished in the 1920s, and a
new cemetery, adjacent to the old
one, which was opened in 1916 and
demolished after WWII.
No specific works needed.
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Hnativka

Гнатівка

RUS: Гнатовка | Gnatovka
POL: Ihnatówka
HEB:  | אנאטיווקאAnativka

DISTRICT: KYIV

Address and directions: Passing 43, Starozhytomyrs’ka Street, turn into a field road and
proceed in a southerly direction for 250 meters.
GPS coordinates: 50.38565, 30.207536
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 260 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Supposedly, 19th century
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Notes: Demolished in 1919. There is a
tsiyun of Mordechai Twersky of Chernobyl
on the cemetery site.
The site requires fencing.

Hornostaypil
Горностайпіль

RUS: Горностайполь | Gornostaypol’
POL: Hornostajpol
HEB:  סטייפל, | הורנוסטייפלHornosteypl,
Steypl

DISTRICT: IVANKIV

Address and directions: Chornobyls’ka Street, behind the local village council building
GPS coordinates: 51.07005, 30.26227
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 520 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None
Period of foundation: 19th century

Notes: The cemetery was demolished after
WWII. A local community center was built on the
territory, but the building was not completed.
There is a tziyun of Mordechai Dov Twersky
of Hornosteypl (died 1903), great-grandson of
Mordechai Twersky of Chernobyl at the site.
No specific works needed.
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Hostomel’

Гостомель

RUS: Гостомель | Gostomel’
POL: Hostoml
HEB:  | אַסטאָמליעOstomelye

DISTRICT: IRPIN

Address and directions: At the corner of Buchans’ky Highway and Myra Street
GPS coordinates: 50.5645149, 30.2623397
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 650 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None
Period of foundation: 19th century
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Notes: Demolished and overbuilt
with residential property.
No specific works needed.

Hrebinky

Гребінки

Address and directions: Industrial’na Street
GPS coordinates: 49.9434306, 30.1744176
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: Around 300 meters
Type of existing fence: No fence

RUS: Гребенки | Grebyonki
POL: Hrebionki
HEB:  | רעבינקעRebinke

DISTRICT: VASYLKIV

Notes: The cemetery was demolished in
the 1960s, with the construction of an oil
terminal, now belonging to the Galnaftohaz
company.
No specific works needed.

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Mid-19th century
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Ivankiv

RUS: Иванков | Ivankov
POL: Iwanków
HEB:  | ייִוואָנקעווIvonkev

Іванків

Address and directions: 42, Proletars’ka Street
GPS coordinates: 50.940735, 29.914264
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 324 meters

Type of existing fence: A concrete fence with

DISTRICT: IVANKIV

Notes: There are three mass graves
of Jews killed during the Holocaust
and reburied here in the 1960s – from
Obukhovychi, Hornostaypil and from
the Ivankiv area.
No specific works needed.

a metal gate was installed by the ESJF in September 2015.
Number of existing gravestones: About 150
Date of oldest matsevah: 1932

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still
in operation.
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Kaharlyk

Кагарлик

RUS: Кагарлык | Kagarlyk
POL: Kahorlik
HEB:  | קאַרליקKarlik

DISTRICT: KAHARLYK

Address and directions: At the end of Pervomays’ka Street (close to house № 2), in a wood
behind the oil depot, 100 meters from the left of the road.
GPS coordinates: 49.8791416, 30.8033171
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 580 meters

Notes: No specific works needed

Type of existing fence: A concrete fence with

metal gate was installed by the ESJF in September 2015.
Number of existing gravestones: 10
Date of oldest matsevah: 1957
Date of latest matsevah: 1991
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Kivshovata

Ківшовата

RUS: Ковшеватая | Kovshevataya
POL: Koszowata
HEB:  | קאָשעוואַטעKoshevate

DISTRICT: TARASHCHA

Address and directions: At the exit from the village towards Tarascha, proceed for 1.4 kilometers. The cemetery is situated on the right side of the road, in a field.
GPS coordinates: 49.4950663, 30.5863281
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 370 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None
Period of foundation: 19th century
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Notes: The cemetery was demolished in
the 1960s by the kolkhoz authorities. The
plot is used for agricultural purposes.
The territory requires fencing.

Kyiv

Zverynets’ke Cemetery Київ

Address and directions: 1, Tymiryazevs’ka Street
GPS coordinates: 50.415294, 30.562556
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: N/A

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None

RUS: Киев | Kiev
POL: Kijów
HEB:  | קיִעווKiev

DISTRICT: KYIV

Notes: This cemetery is the oldest
known Jewish cemetery in Kyiv. It was
completely demolished during the
construction of the city’s Botanical
Gardens. Its exact location and size
are unknown.
No specific works needed.

Period of foundation: Supposedly, 18th century
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Kyiv

Lukyanivs’ke Cemetery Київ

Address and directions: 44, Mel’nykova Street
GPS coordinates: 50.475736, 30.457625
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: About 2,000 meters

Type of existing fence: A small preserved plot
of about 20 meters is surrounded with a low
masonry fence.

Number of existing gravestones: 40
Date of oldest matsevah: 1897
Date of latest matsevah: 1939
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RUS: Киев | Kiev
POL: Kijów
HEB:  | קיִעווKiev

DISTRICT: KYIV
Notes: This cemetery was established in
1894 and was demolished in 1962. There
was a Karaite section at this cemetery.
Some graves were transferred to the
Jewish sections of the Kurenevs’ke and
Berkovets’ke municipal cemeteries. Some
years ago around 40 tombstones from
this cemetery were gathered and put
along the pathway leading to the Menorah
monument at the cemetery site.
No specific works needed.

Kyiv

Jewish section in Kurenivs’ke
Municipal Cemetery
Київ

Address and directions: 19, Valkivs’ka Street
GPS coordinates: 50.4937, 30.451589
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 1,400 meters

Type of existing fence: The Jewish section is

RUS: Киев | Kiev
POL: Kijów
HEB:  | קיִעווKiev

DISTRICT: KYIV
Notes: The Jewish section was
opened in 1939 and closed in 1957,
although there have been some
additional burials since 2005.
The cemetery requires clearing.

separated by pathways from other sections of
the cemetery.

Number of existing gravestones: Around 8,000
Date of oldest matsevah: 1939
Date of latest matsevah: 2005
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Kyiv

Jewish section in Berkovtsy
Municipal Cemetery
Київ

Address and directions: 18, Stetsenko Street
GPS coordinates: 50.496364, 30.390142
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: About 2,000 meters

Type of existing fence: The cemetery is surrounded
by a concrete fence. The Jewish section is separated
by pathways from other sections of the cemetery.
Number of existing gravestones: Around 2,000
Date of oldest matsevah: 1924

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still
in operation.
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RUS: Киев | Kiev
POL: Kijów
HEB:  | קיִעווKiev

DISTRICT: KYIV

Notes: The Jewish section was
opened in 1957 and closed in 1986,
but separate burials are still held.
Some burials were transferred here
from Lukyanivs’ke cemetery.
No specific works needed.

Kyiv

Barakhty Cemetery

Київ

RUS: Киев | Kiev
POL: Kijów
HEB:  | קיִעווKiev

DISTRICT: VASYLKIV

Address and directions: Barakhty village, opposite 14, Maksima Hor’koho Street.
GPS coordinates: 50.1234801, 30.3759333
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 400 meters

Type of existing fence: Concrete fence

Number of existing gravestones: Around 100
Date of oldest matsevah: 1998

Notes: This is a new Jewish
cemetery of Kyiv established in the
late 1990s and maintained by the
Kyiv Jewish community.
No specific works needed.

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still
in operation.
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Kyiv

Jewish section in Pivnichne
Municipal Cemetery Київ

RUS: Киев | Kiev
POL: Kijów
HEB:  | קיִעווKiev

DISTRICT: BROVARY

Address and directions: Rozhivka village. From A95 road turn in the direction of Litky village.
After 4.6 kilometers, turn left. The Jewish section is section 81.
GPS coordinates: 50.621087, 30.785231
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 150 meters

Type of existing fence: Concrete fence
around the cemetery. Jewish section is
separated by pathways.

Number of existing gravestones: 18
Date of oldest matsevah: 2001
Date of latest matsevah: 2010
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Notes: A Jewish section inside a
municipal cemetery was opened in
2001.
No specific works needed.

Makariv

Макарів

Address and directions: Behind 31, Medychna Street
GPS coordinates: 50.462663 29.80567
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: N/A

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Supposedly, 19th century

RUS: Макаров | Makarov
POL: Makarów
HEB:  | מעקאַרעווMakarev

DISTRICT: MAKARIV

Notes: The cemetery was closed and
demolished in 1960, the public park
was constructed on its place. Later
part of the territory was overbuilt
with the houses on Medychna Street,
and part is used as a field.
There is an ohel of Makarov hasidic
dynasty on the site.
The cemetery requires fencing.
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Medvyn

Медвин

RUS: Медвин | Medvin
POL: Medwin
HEB:  | מעדוויןMedvin

DISTRICT: OBUKHIV

Address and directions: 800 meters from the exit of Scherbashyntsi village, on the right side
of the road, in a wood.
GPS coordinates: 49.37438, 30.82994
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 200 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: Around 30
Date of oldest matsevah: 1884
Date of latest matsevah: 1913
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Notes: The cemetery requires clearing
and fencing.

Obukhiv

Обухів

Address and directions: 200 meters to the west
from the end of Petrusenka Street, on a hillside
GPS coordinates: 50.12295, 30.63964
Gradient: On a hill

Perimeter length: N/A

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Appears on a city plan of 1900

RUS: Обухов | Obukhov
POL: Obuchów
HEB:  | אָבוכעווObukhev

DISTRICT: OBUKHIV
Notes: The exact location of Jewish
cemetery in Obukhiv is unknown.
According to some locals, it was
situated on Lukavytsya neighborhood,
and now is overbuilt. However, there
is no evidence of that. The Jewish
cemetery is marked at the map of
1900 at the northern outskirts of the
town.
The cemetery requires delineation
and fencing.
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Pereyaslav-Khmelnyts’kyy
Old Cemetery

Переяслав-Хмельницький

Address and directions: 59, Litopysna Street
GPS coordinates: 50.0609433, 31.4694830
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 650 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Supposedly, early 19th century
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RUS: Переяслав-Хмельницкий
| Pereyaslav-Khmelnitskiy
POL: Perejaslawl
HEB:  | פּרעיאַסלעווPreyaslev

DISTRICT: PEREYASLAVKHMELNYTSKYY

Notes: The cemetery was demolished
in 1956 and its territory is now part of
an ethnographic museum. There is a
memorial to the cemetery constructed
from one of the matsevot at the site.
No specific works needed.

Pereyaslav-Khmelnyts’kyy
Jewish section in Zaaltits’ke Municipal
Cemetery Переяслав-Хмельницький

RUS: Переяслав-Хмельницкий
| Pereyaslav-Khmelnitskiy
POL: Perejaslawl
HEB:  | פּרעיאַסלעווPreyaslev

DISTRICT: PEREYASLAVKHMELNYTSKYY

Address and directions: Opposite the house at 63, Dniprovs’ka Street
GPS coordinates: 50.056813, 31.445963
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 200 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: 80

Notes: There are two WWII Jewish
mass graves on the territory of the
cemetery.
The Jewish section requires fencing.

Date of oldest matsevah: 1946

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still
in operation.
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Polis’ke

Поліське

RUS: Полесское | Polesskoye
POL: Poliśke (Chabne)
HEB:  | כאַבנעChabne

DISTRICT: POLISKE

Address and directions: Hmeleva Street, near the former tractor repair station.
GPS coordinates: 51.22853, 29.39134
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 550 meters

Type of existing fence: Fragments of an old
wooden fence

Number of existing gravestones: Around 100
Date of oldest matsevah: 1914
Date of latest matsevah: 1986
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Notes: Polis’ke, the former shtetl of
Khabne, is in the Chernobyl Exclusion
Zone.
The site requires clearing and fencing.

Pyatyhory

П’ятигори

RUS: Пятигоры | Pyatygory
POL: Piatyhory
HEB:  | קאַרליקKarlik

DISTRICT: TETIYIV

Address and directions: Behind 6, Kommunarov Street, on the territory of Pyatyhors’kyy
public park
GPS coordinates: 49.33779, 29.92618
Gradient: 5 degrees

Perimeter length: 210 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Notes: The territory of the
cemetery is used as a public park.
It requires clearing and fencing.

Number of existing gravestones: Around 10
Date of single dated matsevah: 1900
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Rokytne

Рокитне

Address and directions: 26, Kolhospna Street
GPS coordinates: 49.683703, 30.482033
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 800 meters

Type of existing fence: A low stone wall at one side
with metal gate. The other two sides are not fenced.
Number of existing gravestones: Around 200
Date of oldest matsevah: 1884

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still
in operation.
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RUS: Рокитное | Rokitnoe
POL: Rokitna
HEB:  | רעקיטנעRekitne

DISTRICT: ROKYTNE

Notes: The cemetery requires fencing
on two sides.

Rozhiv

Рожів

RUS: Рожев | Rozhev
POL: Rożów
HEB:  | ראזשעווRozhev

DISTRICT: MAKARIV

Address and directions: Radyans’ka Street. From the Rozhiv village council building, proceed
for 65 meters along Radyans’ka Street towards the lake. The cemetery is situated on the right,
near the lake.
GPS coordinates: 50.3897799, 29.6467446
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 250 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Supposedly, 19th century

Notes: The cemetery was
demolished in the Soviet period
and private houses were built
over it.
No specific works needed.
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Rzhyshchiv

Ржищів

RUS: Ржищев | Rzhischev
POL: Rzyszczów
HEB:  | אורזיטשובUrzitshov

DISTRICT: RZHYSHCHIV

Address and directions: From 93, Petrovs’koho Street, turn in a northerly direction along
Lypky Lane and continue for 275 meters before turning left. The cemetery is situated between
Lypky Lane and Dnipro river.
GPS coordinates: 49.9863430, 31.0454002
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 829 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: Two
Date of single matsevah: 1916
Date of latest matsevah: 1986
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Notes: The cemetery requires fencing.

Skvyra

Old Cemetery Сквира

Address and directions: 32, Dzerzhyns’koho Street
GPS coordinates: 49.73920, 29.65927
Gradient: On a slope

Perimeter length: The total perimeter is 750 meters.
A small preserved plot which could be potentially
fenced is about 250 meters.

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: Two

RUS: Сквира | Сквира
POL: Skwira
HEB:  | סקווערSkver

DISTRICT: SKVYRA
Notes: The old Jewish cemetery
was destroyed during WWII. Later,
when the nearby brick factory was
enlarged, most of the tombstones
were thrown into the lake. In the
2000s, an ohel of Yitzhak of Skvyra,
son of Mordechai of Chernobyl and
two of his sons was reconstructed.
The preserved part of the cemetery
requires fencing.

Date of single dated matsevah: 1895
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Skvyra

New Cemetery Сквира

Address and directions: 44, Kyivs’ka Street
GPS coordinates: 49.743373, 29.676298
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 550 meters

Type of existing fence: Concrete fence
with metal gate

Number of existing gravestones: Around 150
Date of oldest matsevah: 1880

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still
in operation.
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RUS: Сквира | Сквира
POL: Skwira
HEB:  | סקווערSkver

DISTRICT: SKVYRA
Notes: No specific works needed

Stavyshche

Ставище

RUS: Ставище | Stavische
POL: Stawiszcze
HEB:  | סטאווישטשStavishtsh

DISTRICT: STAVYSHCHE

Address and directions: Roskoshna village. 15, Shkil’na Street, behind the buildings of a local
school.
GPS coordinates: 49.369162, 30.188298
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 420 meters

Notes: The cemetery requires
clearing and fencing.

Type of existing fence: Old damaged wooden
fence at one side

Number of existing gravestones: Around 100
Date of oldest matsevah: 1911

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still
in operation.
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Tarascha

Тараща

RUS: Тараща | Tarascha
POL: Taraszcza
HEB:  | טאַראַשטשעTarashtshe

DISTRICT: TARASCHA

Address and directions: From 74, Paryz’koyi Kommuny Street, turn in a northerly direction
and proceed for 80 meters until the cemetery gate.
GPS coordinates: 49.56436, 30.48759
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 500 meters

Type of existing fence: Old wooden and
metal fence from one side

Number of existing gravestones: 170
Date of oldest matsevah: 1827

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still
in operation.
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Notes: There is an ohel of Raphael of
Bershad’ in the cemetery.
The cemetery requires clearing and
fencing.

Tetiyiv

Тетіїв

RUS: Тетиев | Tetiyev
POL: Tetyjów
HEB: טעטיִעוו,  | טיטובTetiyev, Titov

DISTRICT: TETIYIV

Address and directions: At the corner of Tsvetkova and Zhukova streets.
GPS coordinates: 49.36057, 29.68885
Gradient: On a slope

Perimeter length: 340 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: Around 25

Notes: The cemetery was damaged during
WWII and later most of the tombstones
were used for construction.
The site requires clearing and fencing.

Date of oldest matsevah: 1902
Date of latest matsevah: 1955
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Trypillya

Трипiлля

RUS: Триполье | Tripolye
POL: Trypol
HEB:  | טריפּאָליעTripolye

DISTRICT: OBUKHIV

Address and directions: 64, Shevchenko Street, on the territory of Trypillya hospital.
GPS coordinates: 50.116729, 30.776058
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: N/A

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None
Date of oldest matsevah: 1880

Period of foundation: Supposedly, 19th century
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Notes: The cemetery was demolished in
the 1920s (according to other sources,
in 1950s). Hospital buildings and private
houses were built on the site.
No specific works needed.

Vasyl’kiv

Old Cemetery Васильків

RUS: Васильков | Vasilkov
POL: Wasylków
HEB:  | וואַסלקעווVasilkev

DISTRICT: VASYL’KIV

Address and directions: Near 46, Dekabrystiv Street, on the territory of Vasyl’kiv College of the
National University of Aviation.
GPS coordinates: 50.1920822, 30.3137597
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 1250 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Supposedly, late 18th century

Notes: The cemetery was demolished
in the 1950s during the construction
of the Military Aviation College. Some
tombstones were transferred to the
Vasyl’kiv New Jewish cemetery.
No specific works needed.
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Vasyl’kiv

New Cemetery Васильків

RUS: Васильков | Vasilkov
POL: Wasylków
HEB:  | וואַסלקעווVasilkev

DISTRICT: VASYL’KIV

Address and directions: At the end of Second Michurina Lane, opposite the Christian cemetery
GPS coordinates: 50.188136, 30.333090
Gradient: About 10 degrees

Perimeter length: 210 meters

Type of existing fence: A concrete fence, erected
by the ESJF in August 2015.

Number of existing gravestones: About 200

Date of oldest matsevah: Supposedly, late 18th century

Date of latest matsevah: The cemetery is still in operation.
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Notes: The cemetery was opened in
the 1950s.
No specific works needed.

Volodarka
Old Cemetery

Володарка

Address and directions: 12-20, Radyans’ka Street
GPS coordinates: 49.52294, 29.92120
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: Around 350 meters
Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Supposedly, early 19th century

RUS: Володарка | Volodarka
POL: Wołodarka
HEB:  | וואָלאָדאַרקעVolodarke

DISTRICT: VOLODARKA

Notes: The cemetery was demolished
in the 1920s during Soviet
collectivization and the site was
overbuilt.
No specific works neded.
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Volodarka
New Cemetery

Володарка

RUS: Володарка | Volodarka
POL: Wołodarka
HEB:  | וואָלאָדאַרקעVolodarke

DISTRICT: VOLODARKA

Address and directions: 137, Kooperatyvna Street, on the site of brick factory
GPS coordinates: 49.53392, 29.90642
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: Around 400 meters
Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Late 19th – early 20th century
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Notes: The cemetery was demolished
in the 1950s and a brick factory was
built on its site.
No specific works needed.

Voron’kiv

Вороньків

RUS: Вороньков | Voron’kov
POL: Worońkow
HEB:  | וואָראָנקעVoronk

DISTRICT: BORYSPIL

Address and directions: In the sports ground of Voronkov school, behind the central square of
the village on the banks of the Ikva river
GPS coordinates: 50.221372, 30.896625
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: N/A

Type of existing fence: No fence

Notes: The cemetery was demolished
in the 1960s.
No specific works needed.

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Supposedly, 19th century
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Yahotyn

Яготин

RUS: Яготин | Yagotin
POL: Jagotyn
HEB:  | יאַגעטיןYagetin

DISTRICT: YAHOTYN

Address and directions: Skhidnyy Lane, opposite the intersection with Rokytnyans’ka Street
GPS coordinates: 50.29206, 31.77824
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 410 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: Around 10
Period of foundation: 1910

Date of latest matsevah: 1925
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Notes: The cemetery requires clearing
and fencing.

Yasnohorodka

Ясногородка

Address and directions: 14, Chapayeva Street
GPS coordinates: 50.35184, 30.02464
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: N/A

RUS: Ясногородка | Yasnogorodka
POL: Jasnohorodka
HEB:  | יאַסנעראָדקעYasnerodke

DISTRICT: MAKARIV

Notes: The territory of the cemetery is
used for agricultural purposes.
The site requires full delineation and
fencing.

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: None

Period of foundation: Supposedly, 19th century
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